ABSTRACT
are based on the assumptions that least-squares residuals are statistically distributed and that systematic errors are not revealed in the residuars and infiuence only the scale factor of internuclear distances. Another type of systematic error can occur, however, which may interfere with the resolution of closely spaced distances and, to some extent, with am_-%tudes of vibration. This latter type of systematic error arises from imperfections in emulsion calibration curves or emulsion development techniques, from extraneous scattering by stops, apertures, and residual gases, from inaccurate scattering factors, and from other flaws introducing distotiions into the envelope modulating the molecufar intensity oscihations. Such errors may often be absorbed by shifts in derived moXecular parameters and thereby escape recognition. It is the purpose of the present study to propose a method for treating this neglected type of systematic error and to investigate the magnitude of its effect.
METHOD OF PROCEDURE

Scheme to treat systematic errors in intensity
An elaborate and rigorous theory of error analysis has been developed for the case in which errors are statisticatly distributed'. No such genera1 treatment exists when systematic errors are present although some useful admonitions concerning the reporting of such errors have been published9 and some suggestions for handling them in structure studies have appeared". The difhcufty with systematic errors of the type considered here, whether they occur in the experimental data or in the model used to interpret the data, is that they are associated with a definite pattern of misfit in the data points instead of with a random scatter. The only completely satisfactory way to treat such errors is to have an adequate measure of the pattern of misfit. But such patterns are different for each different type of experiment and, furthermore, if an adequate measure of the misfit were known, the misfit would not have to be tolerated.
In the absence of a satisfactory measure of misfit we must strive for some plausible gauge of the effects of these elusive errors. Experience has taught us rough and ready limits of such patterns of error and these limits can be used to estimate the possible infiuence on derived parameters in individuaf mofecular cases.
Let us assume that systematic errors due to mismeasurements of intensity, extraneous scattering, or inaccurate scattering theory can be lumped together into an "enveIope function" c(.s) such that the observed reduced intensity M(.s),,bs is related to the ideal reduced intensity by where E(s) can be regarded (in the notation of electron diffraction) as a variable "index of resolution". To make the analysis tractable it is necessary to adopt an explicit form for E(s). For sake of calculation, it is reasonable to assume that E(s) can be expressed as E(s) = R[l + C Ek cos(nns/s~l)] k or, probably less satisfactorily,
in which R is the conventional index of resolution, S, is the maximum value of the angular variable S, and considerations of smoothness would suggest that k be limited to a range from unity to perhaps 3 or 4. It is probably more realistic to use a separate E(s) for each camera distance but it may be acceptable to apply eqn. (2) simply to the composite data from all camera ranges. In current careful work the coefficients Ek might be expected to be at least several hundredths and values of 0.1 are not implausible; values several-fold higher due to extraneous scattering and poor scattering factors have been encountered in some of our work and must not be ruled out unless a critical analysis of the work justifies it. The basic idea of our treatment is that the Ek parameters can be regarded as parameters characterizing intensity errors which might, in some circumstances, be derivable from the experimental intensity function. The theoretical function E(s, '%)~,,,& 0,) could, in principle, be fitted to M(s),,, by adjusting the envelope coefficients Ek simultaneously with R and with the molecular structure parameters 8, by a least-squares procedure. It is evident at a glance that E, cos 7cs/2sM modifies the molecular interference terms M(s) in the same manner as do amplitudes of vibration, I,, for example. If the Ek and 6, turned out to be virtually uncorrelated in the least-squares analysis, the 0, values could be adopted with some confidence. On the other hand, damaging correlations between systematic errors and molecular parameters would be revealed by high correlation coefficients in the error matrix and would lead to appropriately increased computer standard deviations.
Presumably, when the data have been processed and corrected as well as possible, the best guess of the & coefficients is zero. It is not necessary in actual structure refinements to include the Ek and risk having them drift away from zero, carrying the /3,,, with them to distorted values. The error matrix, augmented by the additional parameters &, can be computed after the final structure refinement based on Ek = 0, as we shall see below.
The treatment of poorly characterized systematic errors, then, consists of breaking the errors up into components, each characterized by one coefficient, and treating the coefficients by random error theory. In defence of this seeming contradiction, we note that, to the best of our knowledge, the coefficients Ek are as likely to be negative as positive after correction of the data and the end result seems to give a good qualitative, physicaIly reasonable guideline if not a rigorous, quantitative uncertainty_
Reduction to formalism suitable for computation
Standard least-squares procedures will be followed. Calculated values of n observations at points Si in terms of m independent parameters can be expressed as A new error matrix Mx"" can now be calculated to correspond to the merging of data set a (with observations M and error matrix M,") and the independent "data set 29' (with its error matrix M,b). The optimum mixing of sets Q and b leads to the simple combination rule (6) Model systems to test new error theory
The type of molecule most likely to give unrealistically low standard deviations if systematic errors are ignored is one with several internuclear distances differing from each other by less than their amplitudes of vibration. We assume for these badly behaved cases that the principal information about the poorly resolved distances resides in the radial distribution peak of the distances in question. In many cases, severely overIapping bond lengths can be resolved easily by taking into account nonbonded distances and the constraints provided by geometric self-consistency. Often such constraints are illusory, however, because the nonbonded distances may be subject to appreciable uncertainties by virtue of inadequate shrinkage corrections'2. Error matrices neglecting errors in shrinkage effects may be unduly optimistic also, but we shall ignore this problem for the present.
Two hypothetical molecules, C, and OS,, were postuIated in order to test the influence of systematic errors on resolving power in particularly simple examples. In each case there are only two internuclear distances. The molecule C,, taken to have a nearly tetrahedral CsV structure with basal C-C bond lengths shorter than apical bond lengths by the amount E, was selected to represent a case with two distances of exactly equal scattering powers. The molecule OS=, assumed to be cyclic with C,, symmetry and an S-S bond exceeding the two S-O bonds by a, was chosen to provide a case with two distances of nearly equal scattering power 
Q(G) NY a&) w &F(E). (8)
At large E where pAB + 0, it can be seen that 44
x a(rB) z JZ a(F).
Except for Fig. 1 where E was not allowed to vary in the least-squares analysis, the figures show results of analyses in which all parameters F, E, Z, I?, E1, E, , and E3 were taken as free variables in M,". The portrayals of a(f) corresponding to analyses in which E is fixed (Fig. 1) and freely varied (Fig. 2) 
Case of two internuclear distances of identical scattering power
Calculations for the hypothetical molecule C, embodied in Figs. 2-5 confirm that:
(i) the standard deviations of ail molecular parameters (i.e. rA, rB, f;,(l), E, and I increase precipitously as E --+ 0, except for F=(O) which is insensitive to E, (ii) the effect of unconstrained systematic errors, as diagnosed from M,", is to increase strikingly the standard deviations of all parameters, especially r, (O) and I, (iii) when systematic errors are unconstrained, their strong correlation with the molecular parameters inflates the G(&) values to absurd values, (iv) the inclusion of "data set b", via Mxb, to limit the variance of the G(E,) leads to much more moderate and entirely plausible values of standard deviations of the other parameters, and (v) the influence of systematic errors may be an important source of uncertainty in derived molecular parameters. When E is a small fraction of Z, huge, physically unreasonable uncertainties occur as mathematical artifacts due to the differential nature of the error formalism. When good data are available, it is only when E is comparable to or smaller than I that difficulty in resolving distances occurs. Therefore, standard deviations in E based on E-Z correlations are meaningless when they greatly exceed the magnitude of Z itself. the resolving power (as reflected in c(c)) is worsened as E becomes smaller. On the other hand, the curves display no steeply rising standard deviations as E goes to zero. This shows that, even at E near zero, the S-O and S-S interference terms are sufficientIy different in their s-dependency, owing to their different scattering factors* 3, that they can be distinguished from each other. Another way of looking at the problem is in terms of the Fourier sine transforms of sM(s) which correspond to radial distribution peaks distorted by the scattering by planetary electrons. The distorted radial distribution peak for S-O can be discriminated in shape from that of S-S and, hence, a superposition of the two can be resolved into the individual components. Such a resolution is not possible for C, at small E.
Regression slopes
Off-diagonal elements in the error matrices, as well as the diagonal elements discussed in the foregoing, are of concern to structural chemists. Tables i-3 for :C, for several combinations of parameters.
The zero-th order approximation for understanding the regression slopes can be derived from the trigonometric identity related to the molecular interference terms ewrzszfz (sin sr,+sin srB) = 2e+szf2 (sin si') (cos SE/~). Table 1 confirms that is the case, approximately, even out to E s Z as long as there are no other parameters correlating strongly with I. The regression slopes from MXa verify that eqn, (10) holds for E < Z even in the face of the systematic error coefficients I&, but that with increasing E, the Z-e correlation becomes less perfect and is broken by the stronger E-&Z,, correlations. For small E the two distances blend into one distribution peak, and this composite peak generates nodes in s&f(s) corresponding to a natural length we denote as (~~ (1)). In order to determine the relation between the effective mean <r*(l)> and the components r,(l )A and rs ( 1 ) Presumably <rp(l)> is established by the diffraction nodal positions and, hence, is constant in a least-squares analysis. Therefore, the best least-squares value of 1;,(O) must vary, when I and E are forced to vary, as the differential of eqn. (A.7), or 6?%(O) x 216Z/r+&$2r.
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The co~esponding relation for F,(I) can be obtained from the de~nition 
